p = 1, 2, • • -, q -1, 2p ¿¿ q, and q = 3, 4, 5, 8, 10 . The quantities T(p/q), which for special cases also arise in the computation of Bessel functions of fractional order or of the Airy functions, were calculated using an interpretive routine that treated floating-point numbers of 70 significant figures. where m is taken to be the greatest integer in 10 In T(a;). Mansell's tables [2] provided the values of (1/2) In (2x) and logarithms of integers; the numbers Bk are found in Davis [3] .
With the above procedure, we obtained Tables 1 and 2 giving values of In Tip/q) and Tip/q) to 60 decimal places. The calculated values were checked by means of the identity (4) r(a;)r(l -x) = x/sin («) .
